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ABSTRACT
Metamorphic cryptography is the inconsistency between or grouping of cryptography and steganography. This combination will be used for the higher security has gained a lot of importance. Cryptography refers to the study of science and art for achieving security by encode the messages to make them the data is not readable. For example the readable message is converted into an unreadable message by using cryptographic system and this process called well-structured and systematic. And reverse operation is performed by using cryptanalysis and this process called as error and trial based. Steganography is the technique that give the skill hide the massages that is to be kept secret inside other messages. Before The art and science of writing hidden messages in such a way that no one can access, this information expect sender and receiver. This paper provides a higher level of security for hide the information messages by using development of system for video based metamorphic encryption.
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INTRODUCTION
In today fast developing area security play the very important role in the daily life. Everybody know that security of data or information has become a major apprehension nowadays. The security is becoming more important as the volume of data being exchanged. The advancements in universal network environment and in applications the security and privacy of has become progressively more important in today’s highly computerized and interconnected world. In present Information Security plays a dynamic role. Information or messages are exchanged over a network. Security has become the important features in communication and other text information these is because of the presence of hackers who wait for a chances to gain an access to private data. We can service two varied procedures for the information security which are Cryptography and Steganography. This will combine to each other and made up full proof security or high level of security no one can access or hack by using development of system for video based metamorphic encryption and application of LSB technique for steganography as well as application of block cipher likes AES.

The grouping of cryptanalysis and cryptography called as cryptology. Before cryptography used to be performed by using guide techniques. In today’s lots of improvement occurs in real implementation. Computers now perform the cryptographic algorithms and cryptographic application this manufacture the process a lot faster and secure this is one of the most important. Human can speak in plain text and coded message called as cipher text. In past days cryptography used for the manual techniques to be performed. The basic agenda of cryptography for the performance became a same has continued less or more, defiantly with a more developments in the actual implementation. The most important point in that the computer performed this cryptographic functions, and from this point of view the process become a more secure and more faster. The basic concept of cryptography is the how we can make information unreadable and thus, protected. This will be done by
Steganography is a technique that implanting secreted messages that is to be kept secret in such a way that no one can access the data, except the sender and intended receiver can detect the existence of the messages. The main objective of steganography is to hide the secret information in such a way that viewers are not able to detect it. Another one objective of steganography is to be communicate securely in a fully invisible manner. The numerous forms of data in steganography can be audio, video, text and images. In past the sender used the method such as pencil marks on handwritten characters, unseen ink, tiny difference between handwritten characters, little pin punctures on specific characters, etc. Steganography is came from Greek words steganos (covered) and graptos (writing). Steganography is used in various forms for the past 2500[1].In steganography having many techniques are available i.e. printed techniques, physical techniques, network technique and digital technique. In digital techniques again two types such as Injection and Least Significant Bit (LSB). Steganography pursues to encode information.

In this proposed method combines two technique steganography and cryptography to provide a very high degree of security of data such as hide the text or information in a video clip by using application of LSB technique and block cipher, and video based metamorphic encryption. That means it’s provide higher security level as compare to hide the data or information in image form by using steganography. In that proposed method hacker does not hack data because hide the information text in a video form this is unbreakable. As compare to message secure in the form of image and audio in video form gives high degree of security.

**LITERATURE SURVEY**

Now a day’s many algorithms are obtainable for security purpose using various encryption technique for example simple preservative cipher techniques in to the complicated asymmetric and symmetric key ciphers techniques by using this we increase the security of data or information. But hear problem is which technique is well suitable to protect our data for higher level. If we used various cryptography techniques then we used also cryptanalysis technique and this fusion is called as cryptology. Again we can used various steganography techniques for example LSB technique. This two technique method provide individual as well as combined security for hiding a data or messages. Cryptography hide the information and it can be transformed into an unintelligible form. It is used in advanced technology application such as ATM card, passwords and etc. This all thing depend on cryptography. Steganography is the method that can used for the hide the messages in such way that avoid the detection of hidden messages [6].

The Author Dhawan Seth and L Ramanathan. [2] Offer the grouping of Cryptography and Steganography to improve the security of the data. The text messages that is plain text is first encrypted by using Data Encryption standard with a key produces Codified Text that is cipher text. Added Cipher text is hide by using cover image fused with embedding algorithm i.e. LSB using a steganography key, crops Steganography Image. This Steganography Image is finally sent to the receiver. Then if we want original text or plain text decoding and decryption operation perform by using proper key we get original plain text. This paper Author used Data Encryption Standard Symmetric Encryption Algorithm and then LSB Algorithm.

Mr. Vinod Saroha, et al. [3] This Author Paper innumerable attacks are possible on together asymmetric and symmetric cryptographic techniques such as Brute force attack, Man in the middle attack linear cryptanalysis and etc. Thus From this paper observation we conclude that using only cryptography algorithm/function for data cannot deliver the necessary security. Because hacker access data very easily it cannot be get the guaranty about data. Again Author shows in that paper various cryptanalysis techniques.

In this paper [4] implanted vast quantity of secret information using LSB technique (Steganography). To reach first of all this secret information is compacted using wavelet transforms. Then compression is done the bits are encoding using an alterable or reversible quantum gate. Least Significant Bit is one of the finest techniques as equated to transformation techniques, because this LSB technique reduces lots of noise distortion and it is use in a digital technique. In steganography algorithm having some limitation are possible for example limited number of ways for hiding data that is the size of the medium limits the quantity that can be successfully in the medium of data.
from that steganography cannot provide the required security because some limitation of steganography.

In this paper [5] defined and studied the numerous research works that has to be done in the path of text encryption and text decryption in the block cipher. Hear proposed system is combined the steganography and cryptography and generate a new technique that is metamorphic cryptography. Furthermore, Cryptography and Steganography reach the same objective in different means. In that paper combines the two techniques (cryptography and steganography) we can say that this technique paradox between them. In that paper paradox for encryption and paradox for decryption flow chart show from message to final image and final image to original message respectively. Shortly its procedure is firstly message is to be encrypted in cover image by using encryption paradox method, it’s secure in cipher image again in intermediate text and finally we get the final image or output. Then we want the original message the procedure is reverse that is decrypted intermediate text and then cipher image using the decryption paradox method lastly we get the decrypted original message. This method is strong as compare to other because its provide two times greater security, but in that message hide in image by using steganography so more chances in this method the hacker hack the information.

In this paper [6] proposed scheme is, include a mixture of cryptography and steganography to data confidentiality over secrecy there by increase the security level. It is used for the securely interchange private information between administrations. In this author suggests a two steps of security first one is encryption process and second one is steganography increase the security level for data hiding. In first stage message is transmitted and is first of all transformed in to a cipher image by using the first encryption process. Then in second stage this cipher image is to be transformed in to an intermediate text by using the second encryption process. The intermediate cipher text or information created hidden text inside a cover image by using steganography to hidden the presence of the secret and this resultant steganography image is transferred to the receiver done the network. Thus in that paper dual encryption and steganography scheme are proposed the encryption process is fully dependent on a key, encryption process used the RSA algorithm and steganography technique is used for the embedding of the image, steganography used LSB technique.

In this paper [7] the authors suggests image steganography scheme proposed and this scheme based on the List Significant Bit by using replacement method and difference the pixel value. In this proposed method Statistical method hear used in that paper the procedure are as follows encoding the information by varying numerous statistical properties of a cover image and uses a premise testing in the withdrawal process. The overhead process is reached by modify the cover or transforming the cover in that way some statistical characteristics change expressively for example if "1" is transmitted then cover is changed or else it is left as remaining same.

In this paper [8] the authors Basant Sah and Vijay Kumar Jha proposed method gives the hide the information inside the image by using the replacement of LSB and MSB technique in that paper proposed work are as follows first of all find the key i.e. public key and private key according to RSA algorithm approach and encrypted the secret messages this algorithm is the most popular and proven asymmetric key cryptographic algorithm, RSA methodology and encode secret information. The secret information is encrypted and then encrypted ASCII value is transformed in binary form encrypt the information and then subsequently replace the MSB and LSB bit with information. The pixels image is also converted at the same time into the binary form. The image is used as a cover to insert the encrypted information. This process is finished by least significant bit (LSB) encoder which substitutes the least significant bit of pixel values with the encrypted information bits. In that one disadvantage occurred that is in that paper surely the time complication of the complete process increase

Khalil Challita et al. [9] present new visions or direction i.e. how to increase surviving methods of hide a secret information or messages, probably by using mixing of steganography and cryptography. This paper author suggested that both the sender and the receiver approve on a cover image sending a secret message. The procedure does not adjust the cover image, somewhat it finds the bits of the secret message that matching the one of the cover image and stores their different locations i.e. in the cover image in a vector. This vector is then sent that means probably encrypted using classical cryptography, to the recipient or receiver side. This will be shows that new direction of combination of cryptography and steganography. The proposed procedure are as follows shortly the plain text and cover image is combine and forward to in embedding algorithm by applying
steganography key and this will produce steganography image then this image encrypted and gives the cipher steganography image by applying key then if we want the plain text or hidden messages then procedure is reverse that is decrypted image by using key we get the steganography image this image again decoded by using steganography key and finally we get the original plain text or original messages.

In [10], the author Rosziati Ibrahim, Teoh Suk Kuan proposed in that paper, the user enter their user id and their password for the log-in in the system. After that positively log-in user, user can be insert a secret message into an image by using key and lastly produce steganography image. This same key is use for the receiver side for saving a data i.e. hidden data. At this time the secret messages is transfer into a text folder. Then this text file is compacted into zip text file, and this zip text file is use for transforming into a binary codes. Zip text file is safe and is not easy to detect. In that hear used the zipping. The zip file again having one important advantage that is its store the some space hence it is called as the Zip file. Hear used the image for hiding information so it having less secure as compare to video.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
Proposed methodology has been shown in bellow block diagram.

```
AES → LSB with frame selection → Output Video
Data → Input Video
```

\[ Fig.\ Basic\ Block\ Diagram\ of\ Proposed\ Methodology. \]

Based on discoveries in surviving papers study, new algorithm is being suggested that can make sure all of the security ideologies. We present, in that paper an extra secure information transmission system using double layer security i.e. using cryptography and steganography for improve higher level of security. In above shows a basic model of our proposed methodology. In that first of all we used the block cipher application, like AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) which is apply to data and it will fed to a LSB (Least Significant Bit) with a frame selection using LSB technique for steganography and this block connected to input video applying and we will get a result in a hidden format i.e. output video this provide higher level of security as compare to text form, image form, audio form.

CONCLUSION
In today’s world where nothing is secure, the security of data is very important. In this paper we surveyed different data hiding techniques. We conclude that all techniques are good for data hiding and have their own advantages and disadvantages and give a security. Combining Cryptography and Steganography is stimulating field and increasing quickly for data hiding in the region of information security. In this proposed paper we are concentration on hide information or data in Video form using metamorphic encryption technique so that it will provide high degree Security for the important messages that can be transmitted over the network securely. This paper adventures the techniques of video based metamorphic cryptography. The proposed scheme discovered good security for important messages due to its advance technique and its application use over hear. A new algorithm has been suggested that would fulfill all the principles of security and also satisfy the requirements of cryptography and steganography.
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